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To ask how the "third world writes its own history" appears,at first glance,
to be exceedingly naive. At best, it reaffirms the East-West and OrientOccident oppositions that have shaped historical writings and seems to be a
simple-minded gesture of solidarity. Furthermore,in apparentlyprivileging
the writings of historians with third-worldorigins, this formulationrenders
such scholars into "native informants" whose discourse is opened up for
furtherdisquisitions on how "they" think of "their" history. In short, the
notion of the thirdworld writingits own historyseems to reek of essentialism.
Seen in anotherway, this formulationcan be construedas positing that the
thirdworld has a fixed space of its own from which it can speak in a sovereign
voice. For many, this notion of a separateterrainis renderedproblematicby
the increasingrapidityand the voracious appetitewith which the postmodern
culture imperializes and devours spaces.
In view of the above objections, it appears hazardousto even pose, let
alone answer, the question as to how the third world writes its own postOrientalisthistory; and, given the fire drawnby well-intentionedattemptsto
locate this third-worldvoice, such an enterpriseseems positively foolhardy.I
persistprecisely because the call for mappingpost-Orientalisthistoriographies
also acknowledges that the knowledge aboutthe thirdworld is historical. The
This essay was originally presentedas a paper in a panel entitled "After Orientalism:the Third
World Writes its Own History" at the American Historical Association's annual meeting in
Cincinnati,December 1988. I am thankfulto CarolGluck, whose imaginationand organizational
efforts made this panel possible and whose invitationpromptedme to think about these broader
questions. Remarksby otherson the panel-Ervand Abrahanianand EdwardSaid in particularand the questions and comments from the audience, clarified the issues involved. Comments
from Nicholas Dirks, Joan Scott, and Carol Quillen were extremely useful in rewriting the
original paper, and the criticisms and suggestions of the revised paperoffered at the workshopon
"Colonialism and Culture" by this journal(ComparativeStudies in Society and History), at Ann
Arbor, Michigan, May 1989, particularlyby Roger Rouse and Vicente Rafael, were of greathelp
in writing the present version.
1 A recent example is the exchange between FredericJameson and Aijaz Ahmad, in which
Jameson's well-intentioned but "first-world" gesture drew deserved criticism. See Jameson's
"Third-WorldLiteraturein the Era of MultinationalCapital," Social Text, 15 (Fall 1986), 6588; and Ahmad's "Jameson's Rhetoricof Othernessand the 'National Allegory'," Social Text,
17 (Fall 1987), 3-25; and Jameson's reply on pp. 26-27.
0010-4175/90/2893-0300 $5.00 ? 1990 Society for ComparativeStudy of Society and History
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attentionto the historicityof knowledge demandedby the invitationto chart
post-Orientalisthistoriography,therefore, runs counter to those procedures
thatgroundthe thirdworld in essences and see historyas determinedby those
essential elements. It requiresthe rejectionof those modes of thinkingwhich
configure the third world in such irreducibleessences as religiosity, underdevelopment, poverty, nationhood, non-Westemess;and it asks that we repudiate attemptsto see third-worldhistories in terms of these quintessential
principles. Thus, the previously mentioned objections, instead of invoking
essentialism, unsettle the calm presence that the essentialistcategories-east
and west, first world and thirdworld-inhabit in our thought.This disruption
makes it possible to treat the third world as a variety of shifting positions
which have been discursively articulatedin history. Viewed in this manner,
the Orientalist,nationalist, Marxist, and other historiographiesbecome visible as discursive attemptsto constitutetheirobjects of knowledge, that is, the
thirdworld. As a result, ratherthan appearingas a fixed and essential object,
the thirdworld emerges as a series of historicalpositions, includingthose that
enunciate essentialisms.
This essay is an attemptto map the differentpositions occupied by India in
the post-Orientalisthistoriographies.To do so, however, requires that we
begin by defining and situatingOrientalism.For this purpose,nothingis more
suitable than Edward Said's general definition of Orientalismas a body of
knowledge producedby texts and institutionalpractices.2According to him,
Orientalism was responsible for generating authoritativeand essentializing
statementsabout the Orient and was characterizedby a mutually supporting
relationshipbetween power and knowledge. As I reflect on Said's analysis,
there are three key elements that in my view gave Orientalismits coherence:
first, its authoritativestatus; second, its fabricationof the Orient in terms of
founding essences invulnerableto historical change and prior to their representationin knowledge;and third, its incestuousrelationshipwith the Western
exercise of power over what we call the third world. This essay analyzes
Orientalismin India with respect to these three elements in orderto sketch in
what ways and in which contexts Orientalismhas survivedand changed, and
describes histories that can be called post-Orientalist.
ORIENTALISM'S

INDIA

Orientalismwas a Europeanenterprisefrom the very beginning. The scholars
were European;the audience was European;and the Indiansfigured as inert
objects of knowledge. The Orientalistspoke for the Indianandrepresentedthe
object in texts. Because the Indianwas separatedfrom the Orientalistknower,
the Indian as object-as well as its representation-was construed to be
outside and opposite of self; thus, both the self and the other, the rationaland
2 Orientalism(New York: Vintage, 1979).
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materialistBritish and the emotional and spiritualIndian, appearedas autonomous, ontological, and essential entities. Of course, the two essential entities,
the spiritualIndia and the materialisticWest, made sense only in the context
of each other and the traces of each in the other, which suggestedthat heterogeneity and difference lay beneaththe binaryopposition, althoughthe process
of renderingIndia into an object externalboth to its representationand to the
knower concealed this difference. It also made the colonial relationship-the
enablingconditionof BritishOrientalism-appear as if it was irrelevantto the
productionof knowledge. As a result, althoughcolonial dominanceproduced
the East-West construct, it looked as if this binary opposition not only predated the colonial relationship but also accounted for it. In other words,
Orientalisttextualand institutionalpracticescreatedthe spiritualand sensuous
Indian as an opposite of the materialisticand rational British, and offered
them as justifications for the British conquest.
To be sure, the above representationsunderwentconsiderablechange over
time, but Orientalism'sbasic proceduresof knowledge remainedremarkably
stable. They were developed soon after the East India Company conquered
Bengal in 1757. Since the company requiredthat its officers have a knowledge aboutthe conqueredpeople, administratorslearnedPersianand Sanskrit
and soon began to publish texts. AlexanderDow, an army officer, translated
one of the standardPersianhistoriesinto English, TheHistoryof Hindustanin
1768-71; and N. B. Halhead compiled and translatedthe SanskritDharmashastras as A Code of Gentoo Laws, or Ordinations of the Pundits in

1776.3 With the involvement of more officials-notably, William Jones, H.
T. Colebrooke, John Shore, and Francis Gladwin-this process of learning
Sanskritand Persian, as well as that of publishing texts and commentaries,
gathered speed and led to the founding of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in
1784. From then on, a number of researchjournals emerged, such as the
Asiatik Researches (1788), the Quarterly Journal (1821), and the Journal of

the Asiatic Society (1832). Orientalistknowledge spreadto Europeanuniversities; and scholars with no direct contact with India, Max Muller in London
and the Romantics on the continent, saw Europe's origins or childhood in
India.4 In this developing discourse, the discovery of affinities between
Sanskrit and European languages provided the premise for formulatingthe
3 On these Orientalistwriters, see BernardS. Cohn, "Notes on the History of the Study of
IndianSociety and Culture," Structureand Change in IndianSociety, Milton Singer and Bernard
S. Cohn, eds. (Chicago:Aldine, 1968), 7. On Halhead, see Rosane Rocher, Orientalism,Poetry,
and the Millenium: The Checkered Life of Nathaniel Brassey Halhead (Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass, 1983). For a discussion of Persian historiographyand for more on the early British
treatmentsof how eighteenth-centuryBritish writings dealt with pre-history, see Historians of
Medieval India, Mohibbul Hasan, ed. (Meenakshi:Meerut, 1968).
4 Wilhelm Halfbass, India and Europe:An Essay in Understanding(Albany:State University
of New York Press, 1988), 69-83. Also, Ronald Inden, "OrientalistConstructionsof India,"
Modern Asian Studies, 20:3 (1986), 401-46.
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belief in an "Aryan race" from which the Europeansand Brahmanswere
seen to originate.5This search and discovery of Europeanorigins in the India
of Sanskrit,the Brahmans,and texts essentialized and distancedIndia in two
ways. First, because it embodied Europe's childhood, India was temporally
separated from Europe's present and made incapable of achieving "progress." As an eternalchild detachedaltogetherfrom time, Indiawas construed
as an externalobject availableto the Orientalist'sgaze. Second, composed of
language and texts, India appeared to be unchanging and passive. These
distancing proceduresoverlooked the Europeandominanceof the world that
provided the conditions for the productionof this knowledge and that had
constitutedthis discursive dominance. The India of the Orientalist'sknowledge emerged as Europe's other, an essential and distancedentity knowable
by the detached and distanced observer of the EuropeanOrientalist.
While essentialism, distancing, and the centralityof the opposition of Europe and India deployed in the formative phase of Orientalismoutlived the
early Orientalists, the specific configurationsof knowledge did not. As the
genuine respect and love for the Orientof William Jones gave way to the cold
utilitarianscrutinyof James Mill, and then to missionarycontempt, the picture changed.6 Sanskrit,texts, and Brahmanswere no longer attractivein the
harsh light thrown by the liberal reformersand critics. Instead, they became
accountablefor India's lack of civilization, moral obligations, good government, and historical change. Such revisions and refigurationsof representations were occasioned by debates over such major policy questions as land
revenue settlements, educationaland administrativepolicies, and the renewal
of the charterfor the East India Company.7These were occasions when the
ideas current in Europe were most conspicuously applied to India. In the
course of time, the application of Eurocentricideas added to the stock of
images available for representingIndia, but the on-the-spot official reports,
Parliamentaryinquiriesand papers, and detailed surveys duringthe first half
of the nineteenth century exponentially crowded the representationalfield.
These became regularizedand professionalizedin the late nineteenthcentury,
as linguistic, ethnological, archaeological, and Census surveys and the District Gazetteersemerged. With these, the older India of Sanskrit, texts, and
Brahmanswas pushed off center by details on peasants, revenue, rent, caste,
customs, tribes, popular religious practices, linguistic diversity, agroecono5 Martin Beral, Black Athena:Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization(New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1987), 227-9, 330-6.
6 James Mill, The History of British India (1817; rpt. Chicago: Universityof Chicago Press,
1975). On missionaries, see Ainslee Thomas Embree, Charles Grant and British Rule in India
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1962).
7 On how Europeanideas were applied to India, see RanajitGuha, A Rule of Propertyfor
Bengal: An Essay on the Idea of PermanentSettlement(Paris:Mouton, 1963); Eric Stokes, The
English Utilitarians and India (Oxford: ClarendonPress, 1959).
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mic regimes, male and female populations, and other such topics. In this
enlarged but congested picture, the India of William Jones was less relevant.
The enormousgrowth, change, and the increasingcomplexityof Orientalist
knowledge was of crucial importance;for, committedas Britishrule was to a
governmentbased on accurateknowledge of facts, changes in knowledge had
direct implications for the technologies of rule. For example, when the ethnographic surveys and census operations commenced in the late nineteenth
and the early twentiethcenturies, they broke society into groups, households,
and individuals, makingthem availablefor piecing togetherthroughstatistics.
Because the society aggregated from the new units was constituted by an
apparently objective and culturally neutral classificatory system of individuals, households, occupations, it became available to more extensive administrative penetration. This brought the older debates on the nature of
Indianvillage communities, culminatingin Baden-Powell's 1892 publication
of The Land Systems of British India, to an end. The governmentno longer
consideredthe indirectsystems of rule-consisting of contractualagreements
with village leaders as necessary-and it reached down to the individuals
configured by their caste and tribal status.8
The discursive space for such changes in knowledge was providedby the
Orientalistconstructionof Indiaas an externalobject knowablethroughrepresentations.9Because the governmentviewed knowledge containedin official
documentsas a representationof reality, or in one official's words in 1860, as
a "photographof the actual state of the community,"'0 it was always possible to argue that the photographdid not representthe externalreality adequately, thus requiringmore adequaterepresentations.This representational
model of knowledge, coupled with the exigencies of colonial government,
enabled the scholarlyfield of Orientalism,or Indology, to repeatedlyrefigure
itself. The consequentrefiguration,however, did not unsettlethe authorityof
the Orientalist,the essentializationof India, and its representationas an object
in binary opposition to Europe. The lines were drawnclearly, with separate
authenticand autonomousessences-India and Europe(or England)-clearly
reflected in thatknowledge. The old Orientalist,buriedin texts and devotedto
learning Sanskritand Persian, was replaced by the official, the scholar, and
the modernizer.The new Orientalistadministeredthe fruitsof modernknowledge and governmentwhile being careful not to upset the Indian's presumed
outmoded and traditionalistbeliefs. Such actions and projectionsreaffirmed
8 Richard Saumarez Smith's
"Rule-by-Records and Rule-by-Reports:ComplementaryAspects of the British ImperialRule of Law," Contributionsto Indian Sociology (new series), 19:1
(1985), 153-76, is an excellent study of this process in Punjab.
9 See Ronald Inden, "OrientalistConstructions"on the use of representationin Orientalism.
Timothy Mitchell's Colonising Egypt (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1988) containsa
fascinating interpretationof representationin British and European knowledge about Egypt.
10 Cited in Smith, "Rule-by-records," 153.
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India's representationas a religiously driven social organismand found that
the Indian's disinterestin moder politics and historicalchange was reflected
in SanskriticHinduismand popular "animism." This representationallowed
the British to see themselves as engaged in managing and changing such
arenas as politics and the economy in which the Indian social organism and
thought was incapable of operating.1
NATIONALIST

HISTORIOGRAPHY

The first significant challenge to this Orientalized India came from nationalism and nationalisthistoriography,albeit accompaniedby a certaincontradiction.While agreeingto the notion of an Indiaessentializedin relationto
Europe, the nationaliststransformedthe object of knowledge-India-from
passive to active, from inert to sovereign, capable of relatingto History and
Reason.12 Nationalist historiographersaccepted the patternsset for them by
British scholarship.They acceptedthe periodizationof Indianhistory into the
Hindu, Muslim, and Britishperiods, lateraddressedas the ancient, medieval,
and moder eras; relegated caste to sections on "Society," that is, to the
historyof society with politics left out; and reiteratedthe long and unchanging
existence of a SanskriticIndic civilization.
In the 1920s and the 1930s, when nationalismbecame a mass phenomenon,
a professional Indian historiographyemerged to contest British interpretations. It is significant that these historianschose ancientIndia as the ground
for this contest. If some of the early Orientalistshad seen Europe's origin in
the India of the texts, the nationalistssaw the origin of the moder nation in
that same ancient India; and for such historians, the old Orientalistscholarship's sympatheticremarkson the India of the texts, such as Max Miiller's
studies, became objective and authoritativestatementsthat affirmed India's
great past.13 Nationalist historians, such as H. C. Raychaudhuri,K. P. Jayaswal, Beni Prasad,R. C. Majumdar,and R. K. Mookerjee, studied ancient
emperors and saw the rise of a nation-statein the creationof these ancient
empires. Furthermore,as Romila Thaparpoints out, it was importantfor this
historiographyto claim that everything good in India-spirituality, Aryan
origins, political ideas, art-had completely indigenous origins. In fact,
Southeast Asian cultures were seen as outgrowths of the glorious Indian
11 Nicholas B. Dirks's The Hollow Crown: Ethnohistoryof an Indian Kingdom(Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversity Press, 1987) is a powerful argumentagainst this thesis. See also, Ronald
Inden, "OrientalistConstructions."
12 Compare ParthaChatterjee,Nationalist Thoughtand the Colonial World-A Derivative
Discourse? (London: Zed Books, 1986), 38.
13 Much of this account is based on Romila Thapar'sexcellent "Interpretationsof Ancient
IndianHistory," History and Theory,7:3 (1968), 318-35, which containsa criticaldiscussionof
these nationalisthistorians.For more on this phase of historiographyandon individualhistorians,
see Historians and Historiography in Modern India, S. P. Sen, ed. (Calcutta: Institute of
Historical Studies, 1973).
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civilization, and the period of the Gupta empire (320-540 A.D.) came to
symbolize the "Golden Age," when Hinduism prospered, national unity
soared, and economic wealth, social harmony, and cultural achievements
reached a state of plenitude. Later, the Muslims came (in the eleventh to
twelfth centuries), and it was all downhill after that.
This abbreviated account of nationalist historiographydoes not do full
justice to its achievementsand complexity. These historiansforceddebateson
sources and broughtout much that was unknown, and thus regional histories
came into focus. The assumptionthat all that was valuable in world civilizations originatedin Greece was challenged. The Orientalistauthorityto speak
for India was also contested, and Hindu chauvinistinterpretationsdid not go
unquestioned.JawaharlalNehru's The Discovery of India, for example, was
markedby an awarenessof culturaland historicaldiversity, and arguedthat it
was "undesirableto use Hindu or Hinduismfor Indianculture."14Although
for him, too, spiritualityalso defined India's past essence and that the Gupta
age representedthe blossoming of nationalism, the Hindu revivalist historiographywas too parochial for his secular and cosmopolitan outlook. The
India that he discovered and presented was a secular entity, not a Hindu
nation, that had cradleda varietyof religions and sects throughcenturies, and
had acquireda degree of unity while surviving conquests and conflicts. His
Discovery of India was a documentationof this unity throughhistory;and, for
him, the nationalistmovement was designed to free this unity so that India
could join the world-historicalmarch towards modernity.
Clearly, the differences between Nehru and the nationalistinterpretations
of Hindu chauvinistic historianswere important.There can be no doubt that
the concept of India as essentially Sanskriticand Hindu-glorious in ancient
times, then subjected to Muslim tyranny and degeneration in the Middle
Ages, which made it an easy target for British conquest-had and continues
to have deadly implicationsin a multiethniccountrylike India. While recognizing the importanceof these differences, I also want to highlightthat which
was common to nationalism as a whole: the assumptionthat India was an
undivided subject, that is, that it possessed a unitaryself and a singularwill
that arose from its essence and was capable of autonomy and sovereignty.
From this point of view, the task of History was to unleash this subjectivity
from colonial control; and historiographywas obliged to representthis unleashing. The nationalistsacted on this assumptionby questioningthe authority of Orientalists.They accused the older Indologicalknowledgeof biases and
judged it as being inadequatefor representingreality. In its place, nationalist
historiographyoffered more adequateportraits.A good example of this was
the interpretationof the 1857 revolt in north India. For British historians,
mutinywas the correctterm because the revolt was nothingbut an uprisingof
14

JawaharlalNehru's The Discovery of India (New York: John Day Company, 1946), 65.
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disaffected soldiers; calling it anythingother than a mutiny meant conceding
that it had some legitimacy. In 1909, a Hindu nationalist,Vinayak Damodar
Savarkar, wrote a book entitled The Indian War of Independence, 1857 and

argued that it was a national revolt.15 Nationalist historiography'scommitment to the idea of India as an essential and undividedentity, and to knowledge as more or less adequaterepresentationof the real, underlaysuch revisions. In spite of such complicities in Orientalistprocedures, nationalism
broke the exclusivity of Indology as a Europeandiscipline. In the discourseof
the nationalists, the objects of descriptiondid not owe their meaningsonly to
their opposition to Europeanessences; rather,it was the ontological being of
India as a nation-no doubtbarelyvisible and, for the most partin its history,
enslaved-that was the most evident element in providingmeaningto historical events and actors. So, when politicians spoke of a nation in the making,
they were referringto the task of making the masses conscious of a nation
already in existence as an objective reality.
The nationalist historiography's narrativizationof Indian nationalism,
brought to a successful conclusion in the achievement of independence in
1947, represents one trajectory in the writing of post-Orientalisthistory,
despite its complicity in many of the categories of thoughtand proceduresof
Orientalism;however, burdenedwith the task of articulatingan anticolonial
national view, it could not but be different from Orientalism. Thus, the
nationalistsproduced impressive scholarshipon the "drain" of wealth from
India to Britain, on the deindustrializationof the country by British manufacturing interests, the neglect of Indian industrialization,and other such
questions.16 For this economic and nationalisthistoriography,as for cultural
and political historians, the subject was always India, and the interests of
the nation were always at stake. Powerful pronouncementsof these kinds
established India as an active subject. Therefore, we need to recognize it
as one of the ways in which the "third world writes its own history." The nationalist writing of history-both before and after independence-did not, however, break free from two elements of the Orientalist
canon. First, the nationalists, like the Orientalists, also assumed that India
was an undividedentity but attributedit a sovereign and unitarywill that was
expressed in history. India now emerged as an active and undivided subject
that had found its expression in the nation-stateand transcendedclass and
15 Interestingly,Marx and Engels' writingsin the New YorkDaily Tribuneon the 1857 revolts
were put together and published in the Soviet Union as The First Indian War of Independence
1857-59 (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1959).
16 R. C. Dutt's The Economic History of India, 2 vols. (1901, rpt. London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1950) is the classic of this genre. For a detailed treatmentof this line of nationalist
historiography, see Bipan Chandra, The Rise and Growth of Economic Nationalism in India
(Delhi: People's Publishing House, 1966). For a debate on the "deindustrialization"question,
see M. D. Morriset al., IndianEconomy in the NineteenthCentury:A Symposium(Delhi: Indian
Economic and Social History Association, 1969).
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ethnic divisions, ratherthan being the inert object of Orientalistrepresentations. Second, India was given an ontological presence priorto and independent of its representationswhich followed the procedures of Orientalism.
Nationalism's confinement within the Orientalistproblematicshould not be
surprising.As ParthaChatterjeeargues, the nationalistsopposed colonialism
in the name of Reason through their claim that India's ancient history had
followed, if not pioneered, a universal spirit leading to the nation-state,republicanism, economic development, and nationalism that reaffirmed the
cunning of Reason; and their assertionthat a "backward"countrylike India
could modernize itself, if liberated from colonial slavery. The latter reaffirmed, however, the projects of modernity, making India ideologically
incapableof transcendingthe Orientalistproblematic.17 Nationalismhijacked
even Gandhi's antimoder ideology in its drive to create a nation-statedevoted to modernizationand turnedhim into a figure reveredfor his ability to
appealto the "irrational"peasantsand for the mysticalbond thathe was seen
to have with the masses. That historiographybecame a part of this project
should cause no wonder. History, as a discipline, was, afterall, an instrument
of the post-Enlightenmentregime of Reason; and the Indiannationalisthistorians, being Western-educatedelites, were its eager proponents.
THE REFIGURATIONS

OF ESSENTIALIZED

INDIA

Nationalist historiographyso discreditedsome of the specific representations
of Orientalismthat the image of a sensuous, inscrutable,and wholly spiritual
India no longer enjoys academic prestige. More important,it made histories
centeredon Indiaas the norm. The postwardecolonization,anticolonialsentiments, and upsurgesagainst neocolonialismalso createda congenial political
and intellectualclimate for an orientationbased on India. This orientationwas
institutionalizedin the United States by the establishmentin the 1950s of
study programson the South Asia area. Scholarshipfoundedon this basis did
much to bring new evidence on history and cultureto light by historianswho
moved rapidly from the study of imperial policies to "realities on the
ground," and social and culturalanthropologistswho broke new groundsin
the analysis of caste and village society. Implicit in these moves, however,
was the search for an authenticIndia. With colonial rule finished and cultural
relativity ascendant, the researchcenteredon India assumedthat an authentic
history and culture unaffected by the knower's involvement in the object of
knowledge could be recovered. This researchnaively assumed that its valorizationof Indiafreed the scholarfromcolonial discourses, releasedto write,
as it were, on a clean slate. Acting on this assumption,the knowercould once
again be construedas separatefrom knowledge, therebyoverlookingthatthis
position itself had a long history; but because this scholarshipdid not take
17

Chatterjee,Nationalist Thought, 30, 168-9.
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cognizance of this history, it obviously could not reflect upon the consequences of its belief thatthe scholarwas externalto the objectof inquiry.As a
result, the operation of a whole battery of interests (academic disciplines,
ideologies, institutionalinvestments)was concealed, andold ideas reappeared
in new guises. This was true, for instance,of the conceptof a caste-drivenand
other-worldlyIndia, which was reformulatedas "traditionalIndia" by modernizationtheory in the 1960s. In the post-colonialcontext, the reappearance
of such essentializationshad two implications. First, insofar as a focus on
India and cultural relativity enabled the representedobject to appear as a
vibrantand independententity, the nationalistprojectwas endorsed. Second,
the attributionof this identity-in-itselfmade an Orientalistrefigurationalso
possible. Anthropologicalstudies of the 1950s and the 1960s illustratethese
two tendencies and are worth consideringbecause they came to commanda
prominentplace in South Asia area-studyprogramsquite early, precedingthe
recent liaison between history and anthropologyby at least a decade.
Unlike the traditionalOrientalists,anthropologistsstudiedpeople insteadof
texts and observed culturein action ratherthan studyingits textual remnants.
Moreover, as a discipline that specialized in scrutinizingthe other, it was
particularlysuited to pursue studies centered on India. Studies of caste by
anthropologistsand, to a lesser extent, historiansinfluencedby them became
the most prominentaspect of this scholarship.18Louis Dumont argued that
caste, after all, was a vital part in envisioning the essence of India, and this
was also the assumption in the vigorous debates and theorizing about its
place.19 After the publicationof Dumont's Homo Hierarchicus in English,
very few could resist the argumentthat caste was the centerpieceof Indian
society. Even Marxists, who had always had some troubledealing with caste

18 The list is huge, but for some representativeexamples, see FrederickJ. Bailey, Caste and
the Economic Frontier (Manchester:ManchesterUniversity Press, 1957), and M. N. Srinivas,
Social Change in Modern India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966). David G.
Mandelbaum,Society in India, 2 vols. (Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1970) summarizes and cites much of the scholarship on caste. Fine historical studies of caste include the
following: RonaldB. Inden,Marriageand Rankin Bengali Culture:A Historyof Caste and Clan
in the Middle Period Bengal (Berkeley:Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1975; FrankF. Conlon, A
Caste in a Changing World:The ChitrapurSaraswat Brahmans, 1700-1935 (Delhi: Thomson
Press, 1977); and Karen I. Leonard, Social History of an Indian Caste: The Kayasths of
Hyderabad (Berkeley: University of CaliforniaPress, 1978).
19 Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus(Chicago:Universityof Chicago Press, 1970); McKim
Marriott, "Hindu Transactions:Diversity Without Dualism," in Transaction and Meaning:
Directions in the Anthropologyof Exchangeand SymbolicBehavior, Bruce Kapferer,ed. (Philadelphia: Institutefor the Study of Human Issues, 1976); and Michael Moffat, An Untouchable
Communityin South India (Princeton:PrincetonUniversity Press, 1979). Although Dumont's
work no longer enjoys the influence that it did in the 1970s, his formulationthatritualhierarchy
defines Indiacontinues to draw adherents.For example, Donald E. Brown's Hierarchy,History,
and HumanNature (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1988) employs the Dumontianessentialization of caste and hierarchyto explain the absence of "real" historiographyin India.
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in their analysis of Indian society and history, were forced to take note and
could no longer dismiss it as superstructural
or as "false consciousness." For
others, Dumont's all-encompassingtheoryprovideda very elegant framework
for explaining the forces of continuity, if not "unchangeability," in Indian
history. All this is not to imply that studies on caste did not yield important
insights. On the contrary, they did explode the older myths about the unchangeabilityof the caste system, show its links to economy and polity, and
trace patternsof social mobility.20Imbued as these works were with a great
deal of empathyfor India, their depictionsof vibrantrealities fell in line with
the nationalist celebration of India's autonomous and unitary subjectivity.
The attributionof culturaland social essences was, however, also open to
Orientalistrecuperation.The obsessive focus on caste, for instance, served to
affix it as the one essence of India. In doing so, it shared the Orientalist
projectof constitutingIndiaas the other-an otherwhose differencefrom self
recuperatedthe latteras selfsame, autonomous,and sovereign. This was a far
cry from the avant-gardeethnographicsurrealismof Paris in the 1920s, when
the other had corrodedthe reality of self.21 The Parisof Louis Dumontin the
1960s, on the other hand, representedhomo hierarchicus(India) in affirming
the reality of homo aequalis (West). What was taken to be Dumont's distinct
and crucial insight-namely that caste was a religious hierarchythat encompassed the economic and the political-turns out to be not all that different
from the colonial view that India's essence lay in social organismsseparated
from the sphere of power.22 In this respect, Dumont's work, the most celebrated and authoritativepostwar anthropologicalscholarshipon India, illustrates the vulnerabilityof essentialism to Orientalistrefiguration.
These post-decolonizationrefigurationsand recuperationsin the scholarly
field, particularlyin anthropology,ought to be seen as materializationsof a
context marked by what may be called developmentalism. As new nations
emerged from the shadow of colonial rule, the older project of colonial
modernity was renovated and then deployed as economic development. As
such a new nation-state,India looked upon science and technology as universal forces and deployed them in transformingits society. The boom in postwar
anthropologicalfieldwork and studies began and then pushed forwardthis
reformulationof modernizingprojectsby providinga social-scientificknowledge of "traditional"social structuresand beliefs targetedfor modernization.
The subdiscipline of economic development within the field of economics
20 See, for
example, Social Mobility in the Caste System of India, James Silverberg, ed.
(Paris: Mouton, 1968).
21 James Clifford, "On
EthnographicSurrealism," The Predicamentof Culture(Cambridge,
Mass.: HarvardUniversity Press, 1988), 117-51.
22 Compare Nicholas Dirks, The Hollow Crown, 3-5. For other critiques, see Arjun
Appadurai, "Is Homo Hierarchicus?,"AmericanEthnologist, 13:4 (1986), 745-61; and "Putting
Hierarchyin Its Place," CulturalAnthropology,3:1 (1988), 36-49.
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also emerged duringthese decades to formulateand furtherthe modernization
project by furnishingknowledge on the ways that existing economic institutions worked and by outlining strategiesthat could transformthem. The area
studies programsunited these social-scientific fields with Indolological pursuits in creating knowledge which was no longer bounded by the old EastWest definitions. Drawing regional rather than the old Orient-Occident
boundaries,these areastudies provideda distinct, yet subtlerunderstandingof
culturalrelativity, although they could not provide post-colonial scholarship
with the means to escape nationalistand Orientalistessentialisms. Indeed, it
was precisely the lens of cultural relativity that, as JohannesFabian points
out, made the world appearas culturegardens separatedby boundary-maintaining values-as posited essences.23 Furthermore,the erection of these
boundaries visualized the separateness of the subject from the object and
defended anthropology'sclaim to representan externalother. In this regard,
professionaltrainingand expertiseallowed the researcherto claim thatparticipant-observationprotected the observer's externalitythat had been compromised in fieldwork. Conditionedby these methodsof denying involvementin
the construction of its object of knowledge, neither anthropologynor area
studies could escape the nationalist and Orientalist recuperationsof their
essentialisms. These entities became representedas "traditional"beliefs and
structures,which were posed in opposition to modernizationand were useful
both in formulatingculturallysensitive developmentprojectsand in evolving
the "appropriate"technology. To be sure, the methodologicalconventions
devised and the questions posed by anthropology,development studies, and
area studies cannot be reducedto some crude political determination:We can
trace the particularconfigurationsof these fields to the discussions and debates within them; rather, my point is that these scholarly conventions and
questions helped in configuring the postwar context of developmentalisminsofar as they highlightedthe essences (for example, Dumont's essentialization of ritual hierarchy) that could be evaluated for their adaptabilityto
modernization.
POST-NATIONALIST

FOUNDATIONAL

HISTORIES

It is a tribute to the resilience of the modernizing project inauguratedby
Orientalismthat the legitimacy of its proponentswas challenged before its
hegemony was threatened.Thus, nationalismaccused colonialism of deliberately failing to live up to its own promise;and Marxists, in turn, viewed both
colonialism and nationalismas structurallyincapableof fulfilling the tasks of
modernizationin the colonies. In Marxist analysis, the notion of India as an
undivided subject, separated and observable in relation to an equally un23 Johannes Fabian, Time and The Other: How AnthropologyMakes Its Object (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1983), 47.
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divided Europe, was suspect because it denied the class relationsunderlying
these entities. These class relationsled to an unequaland uneven development
that neither colonial rulers nor their nationalist successors could overcome;
so, the Marxists regarded the nationalist representationof India as an undivided and autonomoussubject as ideological. A somewhat similar critique
has been developed by social historiansorientedtowardworldhistory. In their
accounts, India is released from the restrictinglens of nationalhistory and is
placed in the larger focus of world history. Although the emergence of a
professionalMarxisthistoriographyof Indiaprecededthe rise of world-history analysis in the late 1970s and early 1980s by roughlytwo decades, the two
can be treated together because both interpretIndia in terms of a worldhistorical transition, despite the many differences between them. With their
shared emphasis on political economy, they hold questions of production
systems and political control to be of paramountimportancein specifying the
"third worldness" of India.
In the Marxist case, the issues relating to political economy were, above
all, expressed by social classes. The consequentadvocacyof class historiesoften contesting Marx's writings on India-cracked the image of an undivided India. While other scholars approachedIndia from the institutional
context of an academic discipline, Marxists adopted the perspective of engaged critics, which enabled them to adopt a combative stance vis-a-vis the
disciplines of Indology and South Asia area studies. Convincedthat nonclass
histories suppress the history of the oppressed and stress consensus over
conflict, Marxists wrote contestatoryhistories of domination,rebellions, and
movements,24 in which they accused others of biases and claimed that their
own biases were true to the "real" world of class and mode of production.In
place of the notion of a homogeneous Indic civilization, the Marxists highlighted heterogeneity, change, and resistance.25 The postcolonial Marxist
historiography,in particular,replacedthe undividedIndia of the nationalists
with one divided by classes and class conflict; but because its inquirieswere
framed by a narrativeabout the transitionof the mode of production, this
scholarship viewed the activities of classes within the context of India's
passage to capitalism(or, more accurately,to an abortedcapitalistmodernization). Take, for example, the Marxist readings of the so-called "Bengal
24 The notableexamples include:P. C. Joshi, ed., 1857 Rebellion (Delhi: People's Publishing
House, 1957), which tried to reclaim the 1857 revolt as a moment in popular revolutionary
movement;A. R. Desai, ed., Peasant Struggles in India (Delhi: OxfordUniversityPress, 1979)
interpretsrevolts and movements spread over two centuries as part of wider struggle of the
dominated; and Irfan Habib's masterly The Agrarian System of Mughal India (London: Asia
PublishingHouse, 1963), which arguesthat the peasantrevolts led by the local notablesplunged
the Mughal empire into a paralyzingcrisis in the eighteenthcentury.
25 D. D. Kosambi's works on ancient India mark the beginning-and remain stellar examples-of a professional Marxist historiographyof this genre. See his Cultureand Civilizationof
Ancient India In Historical Outline (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1965).
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renaissance" during the first half of the nineteenthcentury, when brilliant
Bengali reformershad defied conventions and producednew visions of Hinduism. Long heraldedas the beginningof a new India(with one of the earliest
reformers, Ram Mohun Roy, called "the fatherof modem India"), Marxist
reinterpretationsstressed the failure of this project.26Arguing against the
widespreadbelief that this "renaissance" was entirely a Western influence,
the existence of an indigenously born rationalismwas discovered and shown
to turn conservative through contact with the West. As for the modernity
inspired by the West and promoted by the "Bengal renaissance," these
scholars contended that, in the absence of an organic class to serve as its
basis, the reformerscould not but fail in their project. In short, the "renaissance" representsthe case of abortedor colonial modernity. Without belittling the value of these reinterpretations,I think it is fair to say that the
constructionof India in terms of this and other failures representsa foundational view. While it highlights the paradoxesof "renaissance" in a colonial
context, the interpretationof these events as aborted or failed modernity
defers the conclusion of the modernizationnarrativebut does not eliminatethe
teleological vision. We are thus led to see the "third worldness" of India in
its incomplete narrativeand unfulfilled promise, which invites completion
and fulfillment.
A somewhatrelatedinterpretationhas emergedalso in recent social history
writings that place moder Indian history in a world-historicalframework.
Like Marxist historiography,these social histories have dislodged the undivided and essential India of the Orientalists and nationalists. From the
works in this genre, the Indiannationappearsas a recentand tenuouscreation
whose artificiality, shown by the earlier "Cambridgeschool" historiansin
the intrigues and stratagemsof the nationalists,27is quite evident in eighteenth-centuryhistory. Descriptionsof that centuryby these social historians
decompose India into coasts which look outwardsand face the IndianOcean,
and hinterlandscomposed of regionalsystems of social andpolitical interests,
trade, and agriculture.Coasts and hinterlandsconnect and disconnect, fragment and rejoin;but the multiplicityof interestsand perspectivesdisallow the
articulationof a unitary India. C. A. Bayly's study is perhaps the most
complete and originalwork in this genre.28His workrevises, with a wealthof
26 See Sumit Sarkar, "RammohumRoy and the Breakwith the Past," in RammohunRoy and
the Process of Modernizationin India, V. C. Joshi, ed. (Delhi: Vikas, 1975), 46-68; BarunDe,
"The Colonial Context of the Bengal Renaissance," in Indian Society and the Beginnings of
Modernizationc. 1830-1850, C. H. Philips and MaryDoreenWainwright,eds. (London:School
of Orientaland African Studies, 1976), 119-25; and Asok Sen, Iswar ChandraVidyasagarand
his Elusive Milestones (Calcutta:Rddhi-India, 1977).
27 See John Gallagher, GordonJohnson, and Anil Seal, eds., Locality, Province and Nation
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1973); and David Washbrook, The Emergence of
Provincial Politics (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1976).
28 Rulers, Townsmen, and Bazaars: North Indian Society in the British Expansion, 17701870 (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1983).
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detail and insights, the older notion of eighteenth-centuryIndia as a period of
chaos and decline into which the Britishjust steppedin to pick up the pieces.
Insteadof explaining the conquest as the victory of a technologicallysuperior
and strongerBritainover a backwardand weakerIndia, he offers a persuasive
account of how tendencies within the northIndiansociety interactedwith the
East India Company's activities in creatingan empire. Stressingparityrather
than disparityin technological level and economic organization,he analyzes
the British conquest as a conjuncturalcombinationof social, economic, and
political conditions and interests. In this story, the rise of the Indian nation
appears not as an eruption of a previously existing entity but rather as a
historical creation attributableto the transformationof the late eighteenthcentury empire into a classic colonial relationship by the mid-nineteenth
century.
There is no denying the richnessof Bayly's narrativeand the importanceof
its revisionist insights. Other studies have added supportto this story, and a
more explicitly Marxist elaborationof this interpretationhas been offered;29
and althoughit differs from the Marxistaccountson many substantiveissues,
it provides a more fully developed and substantiatedversion of the transition
story than that formulatedin the older Marxistaccounts. Whereasthe Marxists write from the position of engaged critics and thus stress dominationand
struggle, historical sociology underplaysconflict and traces the development
of structures.We have the echoes here of the now familiarcontrastbetween
agency and structure. More significant than this contrast, however, is their
common immersionin foundationalhistoriography.For both of them, writing
history implies recapturingthe operationof classes and structures,with the
usual caveats about the historian'sbiases and ideology. I do not mean by this
that this historiographymakes simple-mindedclaims to objectivity, and I do
not intend to get bogged down in a sterile debate over subjective versus
objective accounts;rather,when I call this form of historicalwritingfoundational, I refer to its assumption that history is ultimately founded in and
representablethroughsome identity-individual, class, or structure-which
resists furtherdecompositioninto heterogeneity.Fromthis point of view, we
can do no betterthan documentthese founding subjectsof history, unless we
preferthe impossibilityof coherentwritingamidstthe chaos of heterogeneity.
Any change in historical writing becomes primarilya matterof interpretive
shifts-new concepts replace old and unworkableones. This vision excludes
a critical returnto the scene of writing history and carries an objectivist bias
with it, however provisional. Take, for example, the narrativizationof Indian
29 For example, David Ludden,Peasant History in SouthIndia (Princeton:PrincetonUniversity Press, 1985); and MuzaffarAlam, The Crisis of Empire in Mughal North India: Awadh and
the Punjab 1707-1748 (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1986). For a Marxist version of this
narrative, see David Washbrook, "Progress and Problems:South Asian Economic and Social
History," Modern Asian Studies, 22:1 (1988), 57-96.
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history in terms of the developmentof capitalism. How is it possible to write
such a narrative,but also contest, at the same time, the homogenizationof the
contemporaryworld by capitalism?How can the historiansof India resist the
totalizing claims of the contemporarynation-stateif their writings represent
India in terms of the nation-state'scareer?The second question is now easier
to handle for most people because nationhoodcan more easily be shown as
"imagined" and fictive.30 The decompositionof the autonomousnation into
heterogeneous class, gender, regional, linguistic, and cultural divisions is
easy to show.
The refusal of foundationalcategories that constructthe theme of global
modernity, however, has proved difficult, but the tenuous presence and the
very historicityof class structuresthat anchorthe transitionalnarrativecannot
be fully acknowledged without the rejectionof the stability occupied by the
theme of transitionin the discourse of historians. Without such an acknowledgement, the Marxist and social historians can only envision that India's
"third worldness" consists of its incomplete or underdevelopeddevelopment. India, which is seen in this history as trappedin the trajectoriesof
global modernity, is doomed to occupy a tragic position in these narratives.
Such a vision cannot but reproducethe very hegemonic structuresthatit finds
ideologically unjust in most cases, and occludes the histories that lie outside
of the themes which are privileged in history.
TOWARDS

POST-FOUNDATIONAL

HISTORIES

The precedingaccountof how the "thirdworld writes its own history" makes
it clear that historiographyhas participatedin constitutingshifting positions.
The nationalists, who were opposed to the Orientalistrepresentationof India
as a separate and passive other, gave it autonomy and a national essence.
Culturalanthropologyand areastudiesprogramsin the postwarperiod, particularly in Europe and the United States, orientalizedthis essence in terms of
the cultural concept and left an undivided India intact. Marxists and social
historiansbroke up this entity in terms of founding class and structuralsubjects, but narrativizedIndia in contemporaryhegemonic terms. If nothing
else, these multiple positions suggest how the third-worldsubject escapes
being fixed. Lest this recognitionof nonfixity be appropriatedas anotherform
of fixing, I hasten to add that the gesture that frames the endorsementof
heterogeneity refuses the language of fixing. By way of elaborating and
concluding my account of the post-OrientalistIndian historiography,I will
refer to Edward Said's Orientalism as an argumentfor an antifoundational
history and discuss examples of attemptsin this direction.
30 Compare Benedict Anderson's Imagined Communities:Reflections on the Origin and
Spread of Nationalism (London:Verso, 1983). The brillianceof its insights is somewhatmarred
by a lapse into sociological determinismand by its overemphasison "print capitalism."
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Several scholarshave noted that EdwardSaid's work rejects an essentialist
reversalof Orientalistconstructions.31 He does not envision the task of postOrientalistscholarshipas consisting of substitutingthe "real" Orientfor the
"myth" of the Orientalists;rather, his work articulates a post-Orientalist
interpretiveposition that would tracethird-worldidentitiesas relationalrather
than essential. This rules out a mere inversion of the Hegelian dialectic so
that, instead of the Orientalist'sassertionof the Occident's primacy, the selfother opposition could be used to assert the autonomous presence of the
Orient. In its place, a post-Orientalisthistoriographyvisualizes modem India,
for example, in relationshipsand processes that have constructedcontingent
and unstable identities. This situates India in relationshipsand practicesthat
organizedits territoryand broughtit underan internationaldivision of labor,
assembled and ordered cultural differences into a national bloc, and highlighted it as the religious and spiritualEast opposed to the secular and materialist West. I am not suggesting that Indian historiographyis yet to study
these relational processes. On the contrary, as my account has noted, the
Marxistand social historians,for example, have shown in considerabledetail
that the global history of capitalism has articulatedthe identity of moder
India;but such historicalwritingsdo not explore and expose the alteritywhich
underlies this identity-other than calling it precapitalist,protoindustrial(or
feudal and semifeudal, as opposed to capitalist), unfree labor (as opposed to
free labor), and traditional(not modem).32This strategycannothistoricizethe
emergence of a moder, colonial-capitalistIndiannation because it does not
displace the categories framed in and by that history. The historicizationof
this process requires(as Said, for example, accomplishes in his study of the
Orientalist essences) unsettling these identities, disrupting their self-same
presence.
The most prominentexample of such an attemptin Indianhistoriographyis
to be found in the volumes of the Subaltern Studies: a series of fiercely
combative historicalaccountswrittenby a groupof Indianand BritishMarxist
historiansscatteredbetween India, Britain,and Australia-almost all of them
having had first-worldacademic trainingor experience.33Arguingthat much
of the existing historiographyreproducedthe colonial, nationalist,and Marxist teleologies, the SubalternStudies group aims at recoveringthe history of
subalterngroups. In doing so, it disrupts, for example, the nationalistnarrative that considers all colonial revolts as events in the becoming of the
31 Compare James Clifford, "On Orientalism" in The Predicament of Culture, 255-76.
32 My forthcoming Bonded Histories: Genealogies of Labor Servitude in Colonial India
(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1990) shows how the free-unfree oppositionappropriated and reorganizeddifferent forms of labor.
33 Subaltern Studies, vols. I-V, Ranajit Guha, ed. (Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 198285). The reference to national origins and to the "first world" site of academic training and
experience is not meantto be invidious;rather,my intentionis to show thatnationalorigin is not a
necessary requirementfor the formulationof a post-Orientalistposition.
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Indian nation and contests the older Marxist accounts which see these episodes as preludes to the emergence of full-fledged class consciousness. In
carrying out this project, several essays in the series employ the familiar
"history-from-below"approach.Furthermore,the teleological effects of the
Hegelian dialectic that they employ, as well as the notion of recoveringand
restoringthe subalternthat they use, do not mesh very well with their structuralist decoding of the sign systems.34 These limitations, however, should
not be allowed to obscure what is truly novel and theoreticallyrefreshingin
their work-the deployment of the concept of subalterity. This concept is
particularlydefined and used the most fruitfullyin the work of RanajitGuha,
the editor of the series,35 who views subalternityas an essential object in
place of class-an effect of power relationsand expressedthrougha variety
of means-linguistic, economic, social, and cultural.This perspective,therefore, breaks the undivided entity of India into a multiplicity of changing
positions which are then treated as the effects of power relations. The displacementof foundationalsubjects and essences allowed by this also enables
Guha to treathistories writtenfrom those perspectivesas documentsof counterinsurgency-those seeking to impose colonial, nationalist, transitional
(moderizational) agendas. Writingsubalternhistory, fromthis pointof view,
becomes an activity that is contestatorybecause of its insurgentreadings.
From the constitutionof subalternityas effects, as identities dependenton
difference, it should be clear thatthe SubalternStudiesprojectsharessome of
the structuralistand post-structuralistcritiques of the autonomousand sovereign subject. In fact, the influenceof Frenchand Soviet structuralistsemiotics is quite explicit in some of the writings. Indeed, a recent collection
consisting of selections from several volumes aims at making an explicit
connection with Michel Foucault's writings.36Not withstandingthese connections, the Subalternprojectis somewhatdifferentbecause while it rescues
the subalternfrom the will of the colonial or nationalistelite, it also claims
autonomyfor the subalternconsciousness. However this tension is ultimately
resolved in their forthcomingstudies, the significance of their project lies in
the writing of histories freed from the will of the colonial and nationalelites.

34 Rosalind O'Hanlon's "Recovering the Subject: Subaltern Studies and Histories of Resistance in Colonial South Asia," Modern Asian Studies, 22:1 (1988), 189-224, argues persuasively that an essentialist and teleological thinkingalso exists in their work. For an "against
the grain" reading that attempts to capture what is novel and contestatory in the Subaltern
Studies, see GayatriChakravortySpivak, "SubalternStudies:DeconstructingHistoriography,"
in SubalternStudies, vol. IV, 330-64.
35 See, in particular,his ElementaryAspects of Peasant Insurgencyin Colonial India (Delhi:
Oxford University Press, 1983).
36 Selected SubalternStudies, RanajitGuha and GayatriChakravortySpivak, eds., with the
Forewordby EdwardW. Said (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). The last section in
this volume, for instance, is called "Developing Foucault."
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It is this project of resisting colonial and nationalistdiscursive hegemonies,
throughhistories of the subalternwhose identityresides in difference, which
makes the work of these scholars a significant interventionin third-world
historiography.
If the recent rise of poststructuralisttheories, particularlyin the United
States, is partiallyresponsiblefor the recognitionof SubalternStudies scholarship, its influence is also evident in the new post-Orientalisthistoriography.
With a somewhat different focus than Subaltern Studies and with explicit
reference to poststructuralism,this scholarshipis markedby its attemptsto
make cultural forms and even historical events contingent, above all, on
power relations. In considering nationalistidentity for example, it points to
the differences suppressedand the power exercised even as colonial domination was challenged. In studying criminality, it points to power relations at
work in classifying and acting upon "criminal tribes" even as threatsto life
and propertywere countered;and in examining the nineteenth-centuryreformist attemptsto suppress and outlaw the institutionof widow sacrifice (suttee), it reveals how genderedideas were formulatedand used by the colonial
rulersand Indianreformerseven as they questionedthe burningof widows.37
Rather than seeing these events as importantbecause they were so well
regardedin the past, it interrogatesthe past's self-evaluation. It attemptsto
disclose thatwhich is concealed when issues areposed as Indiaversus Britain;
crime versus law and order;and traditional,reactionary,and oppressivetreatment of women versus their modem and progressiveemancipation.The purpose of such disclosuresis to write those historiesthathistoryand historiography have excluded.
The emerging historiography,as the above account makes evident, can be
located at the point where poststructuralist,Marxist, and feminist theories
converge and intersect. In understandingthis scholarship,however, it is not
enough to trace its links with these theories. Equally relevant is some of the
earlier historiography.Take, as examples, Romila Thapar'ssearching scrutiny of Orientalistand nationalistconstructsin her work on ancient India and
BernardCohn's historicizationof culturalforms essentializedduringcolonial
rule.38 Such earlier work of clearing and criticizing essentialist procedures
anticipatedthe contemporarytrendof makingculturalformscontingentandof
highlightingthe complicity of colonial and nationalistknowledge in constitut37 See ParthaChatterjee,Nationalist Thoughtand the Colonial World;Veena Das, "Gender
Studies, Cross-CulturalComparisonand the Colonial Organizationof Knowledge," Berkshire
Review, no. 21 (1986), 58-76; Lata Mani, "Contentious Traditions:The Debate on Sati in
Colonial India," Cultural Critique, 7 (Fall 1987), 119-56; and Sanjay Nigam, "The Social
History of a Colonial Stereotype:The CriminalTribes and Castes of UttarPradesh, 1871-1930"
(Ph.D. disser., Departmentof History, School of Orientaland African Studies, London, 1987).
38 See BernardCohn, An AnthropologistAmongHistorians and OtherEssays (Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1987); and Romila Thapar,AncientIndianSocial History:SomeInterpretations
(Delhi: Orient Longman, 1978).
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ing the objects of inquiry.The work by Nicholas Dirks illustratesthis point.39
Like earlierscholars, he also tracesthe genealogy of a widely acceptedideanamely, that the caste system was primarilya religious phenomenon that
encompassedthe political; but his argumentis framedby contemporarytheories in showing that British rule depoliticized the caste system, which then
gave rise to the idea that it was primarilya religious entity. Thus, he historicizes the conventional notion of caste by showing its shifting position in a
south Indian kingdom. This unstable and changing position of caste and
kingdom is accentuatedin turn by the repeatedinterruptionsof the narrative
and its movement in and out of different historical periods and disciplines.
The overall result forces the readerto reflect upon the proceduresand rhetoric
of the academic disciplines in which the book is located.
This historiography'scritical focus on epistemological proceduresand institutionalinterests makes it somewhat different from the SubalternStudies,
which targets the colonial or nationalist will. While the former analyzes
power relations in the context of academic disciplines and institutions, the
latter sees itself disruptingand derailing the will of the powerful. Although
both ultimately aim critical reflections upon discursive formations, the emphasis is clearly different. In view of the role that Westernacademic institutions play in studying and marginalizingthe other, it is not surprisingthat the
post-Orientalisthistoriographytargetsacademicdisciplines. It is precisely for
this reason also that Indology and area studies in Europeand North America
have been less than enthusiastic, if not hostile, to Said's interpretationas
disciplines devoted to representingthe other. Because the demystificationof
India as an undivided and separateobject calls for the decompositionof the
undividedand autonomousWest, disciplines institutedto representthe binary
opposition are understandablyreluctant.Interestingly,it is in those fields not
associated with Indology-such as literature-and in institutions without
strong programsin South Asian area studies that Said's book has stimulated
much new work;but even traditionalcentersof Indologyare beginningto take
account of challenges posed by critiques of Orientalism.40
The story of Indian historiographythat I have been telling has certain
evident themes. First, the "thirdworldness" of Indiahas been conceived in a
varietyof differentways by historiography.These shiftingconceptionstestify
to the changing history of India and locate historiographyin that history,
contributingto as well as being a part of it. This rules out the comfort of
assuming that India, or the thirdworld, will finally speak in a voice that will
renderall previous ones inauthentic.Second, the identificationwith the sub39 Nicholas Dirks, The Hollow Crown.
40 The South Asia Regional Studies Department,Universityof Pennsylvania,held a year-long
seminar in 1988-89 entitled "Orientalismand Beyond: Perspectivesfrom South Asia."
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ordinated's subject position, rather than national origin, has been the crucial
element in formulating critical third-world perspectives. Of course, as subordinated subjects, Indian historians have obviously developed and embraced
the victim's subject-position more readily; but because the experience and
expression of subordination are discursively formulated, we are led back to
the processes and forces that organize the subordinate's subject position.
Third, the formation of third-world positions suggests engagement rather than
insularity. It is difficult to overlook the fact that all of the third-world voices
identified in this essay, speak within and to discourses familiar to the "West"
instead of originating from some autonomous essence, which does not warrant the conclusion that the third-world historiography has always been enslaved, but that the careful maintenance and policing of East-West boundaries has never succeeded in stopping the flows across and against boundaries
and that the self-other opposition has never quite been able to order all
differences into binary opposites. The third world, far from being confined to
its assigned space, has penetrated the inner sanctum of the first world in the
process of being "third-worlded"
arousing, inciting, and affiliating with
the subordinated others in the first world. It has reached across boundaries and
barriers to connect with the minority voices in the first world: socialists,
radicals, feminists, minorities. Although such crossings and interruptions of
boundaries have become more insistent now, the turmoil in the field and
attempts to write post-Orientalist histories are not new. Historians of India
have previously questioned and unsettled dominant paradigms. Fine examples
of non-Orientalist histories already exist; to think otherwise would mean
attributing a totalizing power to Orientalism. The existence of earlier precedents, however, does not mean that the present historiography is completing
the tasks left unfinished and that we are now witnessing the end of Orientalism; such a perspective entails the notion of a continuous history and
assumes an essential similarity between different historiographies. Neither
entirely new nor completely the same, the present ferment gets its specificity
from the ways in which a new post-Orientalist scholarship is being currently
conceived lies in the difference from previous contexts; and the particular
insights generated by the emerging historical writing can be attributed to the
larger field of social experience articulated in discourses.
The present critical appraisal of concepts, disciplines, and institutions associated with the study of South Asia forms a part of contemporary challenges to
beliefs in solidly grounded existence and identities, if not their loss. Jacques
Derrida's disclosure of the "metaphysics of presence" and Michel Foulcault's genealogical accounts of the disciplinary constitution of criminal and
sexual subjects have certain general affinities with Edward Said's analysis of
Orientalism's suppression of difference in favor of stable and hierarchical
East-West identities. These resemblances, which do not diminish significant
differences among them, arise from their common espousal of poststructur-
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alist methods. It is arguedthatthese methodsformtheoriesaboutthe practices
of the earlierliteraryand aestheticmodernism(such as the latter'sbreakfrom
the belief that language was a transparentmedium) and that the kinship with
modernism accounts for its obsessive concern with language and writing,
which displaces political questionsto the aestheticarena.41While the traceof
modernism's transgressive impulses may well be discerned in poststructuralism's decentering methods, the current prominence of these theories is
better understood as a moment in the postmodern valorization of blurred
genres and off-centered identities. Fashioned by denials of grand totalizing
theories, postmodernismdefies and refuses definition. Only a laundrylist of
conditions can be offered-TV images, fashion magazines, SalmanRushdie,
Talking Heads, challenges to universalistand essentialist theories, architecturalirreverenceand playfulness, transnationalcapitalism.The list is endless,
without a beginning or end; and any gesture towards classification and distillationwould be contraryto postmodernism,which exists only as a combination of conjuncturalconditions.42 This conjunctureincludes the poststructuralist disavowal of the essentialist categories and modes of thought in the
"Western tradition"-a position that overlaps with the third-worldscholarship'scombativestance with respectto the legacies of the applicationof this
traditionto non-Europeancultures.
This repudiationof the post-Enlightenmentideology of Reason and Progress is also what distinguishesthe presenthistoriographyfrom the anti-Orientalism of nationalism. Earlier, when nationalismchallenged Orientalism, it
staked the subjected nation's claim to the order of Reason and Progress by
showing, for instance, thatIndiahad a historycomparableto thatof the West;
that it too had produced a proto-republicanpolitical order; and that it had
achieved economic, cultural,and scientific progress.The older Marxisthistorians, as well as the more recent social historians,broke up the nationalist's
undivided India into an entry permeatedwith class conflict, but their global
mode-of-productionnarrativesdid not fully confrontthe universalismof the
post-Enlightenmentorderof Reason. Whatwe are witnessingnow in the postOrientalisthistoriographyis a challenge to the hegemonyof those modernization schemes and ideologies that post-EnlightenmentEuropeprojectedas the
raison' d'etre of history, an assault on what Ashis Nandy calls the "second
colonization." This is because, as Nandy argues:43
Moderncolonialismwon its greatvictoriesnot so muchthroughits militaryand
technological
prowessas throughits abilityto createsecularhierarchies
incompatible
41 Andreas
Huyssen, After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism
(Bloomington:IndianaUniversity Press, 1986), 206-16.
42 Andrew Ross, "Introduction," in Universal Abandon? The Politics
of Postmodernism,
Andrew Ross, ed. (Minneapolis:University of MinnesotaPress, 1988), x.
43 The IntimateEnemy:Loss and Recoveryof Self underColonialism(Delhi: OxfordUniversity Press, 1983), ix.
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with traditionalorder. These hierarchiesopened up new vistas for many, particularly
for those exploited and corneredwithin the traditionalorder. To them the new order
looked like-and here lay its psychological pull-the first step towards a more just
and equal world. Thatwas why some of the finest criticalmindsin Europe-and in the
East-were to feel thatcolonialism, by introducingmoder structuresinto the barbaric
world, would open up the non-West to the modem critical-analyticalspirit. Like the
"hideousheathen god who refusedto drink nectarexcept from the skulls of murdered
men,"KarlMarx felt, history would produce out of oppression, violence and cultural
dislocation not merely new technological and social forces but also a new social
consciousness in Asia and Africa.
Today, ideologies of science, progress, and hypermasculinity that the Age of
Reason brought to third world riding on the back of colonialism, have lost
their seductive appeal; but in reflecting on this history in which Descartes
defined rationality and Marx defined social criticism, we must, Nandy argues,
listen to the voices contained therein and write "mythographies" that we did
not before. This is not only a plea for a recognition of the plurality of critical
traditions but a claim for the liberating nature of the victim's discourse,
particularly for that of the colonized. Although both the colonizer and the
colonized have been the victims of colonialism, the colonized have a special
story to tell because they not only had to confront the "West" on its own
terms of robust hypermasculinity but also to construct and connect with the
other subordinated selves of the "West." This call for a writing of mythographies, therefore, provides an appreciation not only for the colonized's construction of their subjected self but also the colonized's appeal to and affiliation with the subordinated selves of the colonizer. Such mythographic
accounts revealing the previously hidden histories of the subordinated selves
of first and third worlds will also expose the mythic quality of colonial and
postcolonial fables of modernity. This invocation of the mythic in disclosing
the fable-like character of "real" history calls to mind Salman Rushdie's
fabulous history of postcolonial India and Pakistan in Midnight's Children.44
In the novel, Saleem Sinai, a child fathered by history, melts the apparent
solidity of history single-handedly and-through his long nose, face, casual
talk, and telepathy-causing border wars, violent demonstrations, and ethnic
riots. The very extravagance of myths, dreams, and fantasies elicits belief in
its truthfulness and defamiliarizes the real. While Rushdie spins his tale
around pepper pots and spittoons, Nandy's mythography of history has unheroic heroes-the
saintly Gandhi and the comical Brown Sahibs-and
through these unlikely figures the tragic tale of colonialism is told, its alliance
with psychopathic technologies exposed, its fantastic quality revealed.
Such a strategy of privileging the "mythic" over the "real" has turned the
historiographical field topsy-turvy. The entities upon which South Asian stud44 Salman Rushdie, Midnight's Children (New York: Avon Books, 1980).
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ies were based-India and the West-can no longer be unquestionablyaccepted as entirely separate and fixed. After all, if Gandhi's saintliness and
nonviolence-those quintessential "Indian" qualities-had counterpartsin
the "West" (albeit marginalized); if the Brown Sahibs' imitation of the
British was an "Indian" strategyof survival and even resistance;and if, in
spite of its clearheaded realpolitik, modern anticolonial Indian nationalism
fell prey to a "second colonization"; then what is left of the neatly separated
"India" and the "West"? Such destabilizationof identities and crossing of
carefully policed boundariespromise a new third-worldhistoriographythat
will resist both nativist romanticizationand Orientalistdistancing. This postfoundationalmove, implicit in the emerging writings, affiliates the new thirdworld historiographywith poststructuralism,and togetherthey both echo the
postmodernistdecenteringof unitary subjects and hegemonic histories.
This common articulationof the postmoderncondition, however, cannotbe
taken to mean that the fragmentationand proliferationof identities, histories,
cultures, and the failure of representationsand the existence of ironic detachments do not have regional configurationsand contextualresonances(American? French? Parisian?German?Continentalphilosophy? Marxism?). This
being so, the post-Orientalistscholarship,while sharingcertaincommon features with poststructuralismand postmodernism,cannotbut be differentfrom
them. This is particularlyimportantbecause the third world was defined as
marginal from the very beginning. The new post-Orientalistscholarship's
attemptto release the thirdworld from its marginalposition forms a partof the
movement that advocates the "politics of difference"-racial, class, gender,
ethnic, national, and so forth.45 Two points are worth noting about this
phenomenon. First, it posits that we can proliferatehistories, cultures, and
identities arrested by previous essentializations. Second, to the extent that
those made visible by proliferationare also provisional,it refuses the erection
of new foundationsin history, culture, and knowledge. Seen in this light, this
politics of difference evinces impulses similar to those manifestedin what is
generally referredto as culturalcriticism today, althoughculturalcritics have
different concerns in that they take the "Western tradition"as their starting
point. Their principalaim is to unlock the "closures" in "high" literaryand
philosophical texts and release meanings trappedby beliefs in essences.46
Often, their interestsare not directly focused on political questions and dem45 For a recent statementof this position from a feminist perspective, see JoanWallachScott,
Gender and the Politics of History (New York: ColumbiaUniversity Press, 1988). This politics
of difference is called "minority discourse" by Abdul JanMohamedand David Lloyd in their
"Introduction:MinorityDiscourse-What is to Be Done?," CulturalCritique,7 (Fall 1987), 517.
46 These concerns are stated, for example, in Dominick LaCapra'sRethinkingIntellectual
History: Texts, Contexts, Language (Ithaca:Cornell University Press, 1983), and History and
Criticism (Ithaca:Cornell University Press, 1985).
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onstratean aestheticistbias, althoughthis is not true of feminist theories and
the advocates of the politics of difference.
The post-Orientalisthistoriography,on the other hand, is much more directly concerned with the question of dominationbecause its very subjectthe third world-is defined by its dominatedstatus.47The attemptto unlock
history from the "closures" is thus not so much a question for these scholars
of taking pleasure in the revealed Bakhtiniancarvinalesquebut an issue of
engaging the relations of domination.Thus, the representationof India as an
other defined by certain essences-tradition, spirituality, femininity, other
worldliness, caste, nationality-becomes a site of contest. In these contests,
the maintenance and the subversion of the relations of domination discursively reproducedby the lack of a clear break from the legacies of Orientalism, nationalism, and the ideologies of modernizationare at issue. The
power attributedto the knowledge aboutthe past makes historicalwritinginto
a political practice and turns the recent post-Orientalisthistorical accounts
into contestatoryacts. Such a clearly political vision is what distinguishesthis
historiographyin a context in which the thirdworld is widely recognized as a
signifier of culturaldifference but is rapidlyappropriatedand commodifiedas
culturalsurplus(the BananaRepublicstores being the most offensive contemporary example in this respect)48 or serves as an other in a hermeneutic
exercise devoted to the explorationof blurredgenres and decenteredrealities
validated by postmodernism.49Enabled by, but also in resistance to, these
contemporarypostmodernisttendencies, the self-consciously political visualization of writing history as a site of contest acquiresa distinct significance;
but if the postmodernconjunctureaccounts for the attentioncurrentlypaid to
how the "third world writes its own history," it also threatensto envelop it in
the largerprojectof dislodging the "Westerntradition."''
If thathappensin the
present flurry of conferences and seminars on the third world, we will lose
sight of the crucial fact that the "Western tradition" was a very peculiar
47 Compare Gayatri ChakravortySpivak, "Can the SubalternSpeak?" in Marxism and the
Interpretationof Culture, Cary Nelson and LarryGrossberg,eds. (Urbanaand Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), 271-313, in which she arguesthateven politically orientedWestern
poststructuralists,like Foucault, are markedby a certain blindness to the reality of imperialist
domination.
48 See Paul Smith's "Visiting the Banana Republic," in Universal Abandon?, 128-48.
49 Stephen A. Tyler's "Post-ModernEthnography:From Document of the Occult to Occult
Document," in WritingCulture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography,James Clifford and
George Marcus, eds. (Berkeley: Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1986), 122-40, exemplifies this
tendency. Note, for instance, that he conceives postmodernethnography'stask as invoking "the
fantasy reality of a reality fantasy" and "the occult in the languageof naive realism and of the
everyday in occult language." This invocation, accordingto him, "provokes a rupturewith the
commonsense world and evokes an aestheticintegrationwhose therapeuticeffect is workedout in
the restoration of the commonsense world" (p. 134). In this view, the offcentering of the
ethnographer,as in the cover photographof WritingCulture,becomes the purposeof postmodern
ethnography.
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configurationin the colonial world;and the old axiom-that the thirdworld is
a good thing to think with about the "West"-will once again be proven
correct. Such a turnof events will bring the post-Orientalisthistoriography's
promise to contest hegemonic structuresand reveal new historiesto an ironic
end.

